
Name of the Center Impact Hub Stockholm

Country Belgium

Contact person Name: 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Email address: 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Telephone: 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Website xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Address Riddargatan 17D, 11457, Stockholm/Sweden

Strong areas of 
expertise

Impact Hub Stockholm hosts a very diverse community of entrepreneurs, freelancers, and change makers, who 
work at the edges of traditional business culture, to make an impact at local and global levels, whether they 
tap into the network in the physical or virtual environment. According to our member survey results, the areas 
of business covered by some of our members include education, organizational support & finance, community 
& social inclusion, environment & energy, technology, health and arts & lifestyle to name a few.

Services to be provided

Mentoring Mentor matching would be made based on the needs of the entrepreneur. 

Space and 
infrastructure

Impact Hub Stockholm is situated in the heart of Stockholm (Ostermalm district), 5 minutes walk to the metro 
station. The space offers all the basic infrastructure needed for an office space (wifi, printers, coffee, fruit, 
events, community host etc).

Would the entrepreneur have a free space all day in the center? 
Only some hours a day? What are the timetables?
The office is open between 09.00-17.00. The members with keys have access 24 hours. We would provide the 
entrepreneurs in this program with the keys and treat them as full members.

Networking 
with local 

entrepreneurs

We have community hosts/catalysts that host the space during the office hours. Community hosts are availa-
ble at all times to understand the entreprenuers’needs and areas of business and initiate contact with other 
entrepreneurs on an ad hoc basis. We also have “Feedback Fika” sessions where we invite entrepreneurs 
to talk about their projects and challenges and get feedback from the community of other entrepreneurs. 
Moreover, the main mentor would also make necessary connections.

Networking 
with other 

local agents 

We work closely with other co-working spaces, training centers and are connected to networks of inves-
tors. Once we understand the needs of the entrepreneur, we will guide them towards necessary contacts for 
clients, investors and other learning platforms.

Integration 
Activities

The entrepreneur will be invited to attend events and workshops taking place at our space that are hosted by 
Impact Hub as well as friends of Impact Hub. 

Is there any 
assistance in finding 

accommodation? 
We do not offer accommodation but could help the entreprenurs are welcome to use the Impact Hub Stoc-
kholm platform to make accommodation inquiries.

Other additional services (if any)

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

 


